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A "CLOSED-CIRCUIT" FLUME FOR SUSPENDED-LOAD STUDIES
Robert M. Oaks ana Rooert T. Knapp
Scope of suso~~g~q~~qq_~~~qy--One phase of the study of fundamental problems of dynamics
of strearr.-flow wnich confronts the Cooperative Laooratory of the Soil Conservation Service is
the determinatiJn of the influence or suspended load upon flow-characteristics of a stream.
some of tne aspects t a be considered are: {a) Tne effect of suspended load on mean velocity,
velocity-distribution, entrainment-force, competence, and capacity; and (b) variations of vertic al distribution of suspended load with variations of change, variations of grain, and variations of material.
Flume for ~Qd~q~~~qq_~~~11~~--After a thorough investigation of various types of flumes,
it Has decided to use~ "closed-circuit" flume. Tne basic principle of this flume is the use of
a pre-made mixture (water plus solid material ) of known concentration wnich may then be used as
a homogeneous mixture.
By means of a "closed-circuit" flume empl oying t~is principle, the material-handling
problem is simplif lea, a uniform concentration of solid material is obtained, velocity and depth
can be varied independently of concentration and the problem of adsorbed air is eliminated.
Desig~ectives--Preparatory to the design of d flume of t nis type, consideration must be
given to tne individual factors that will produce the desired results. In brief, the following
requirements must be fulfilled: ( l ) Unif1rm concentration of material in a horizontal plane upon entrance to the flume; (2J adjustable slope; (3) variable depth: (4 ) uniform flow; (5) uniform entrance-condi:ions; (6) circulution of water to.>ether with suspended load; (7) walls of
flume must have negligible coefficient of friction; and (8) rigidity of flume must be such that
deflections are srr.all.

F'l ume-design
Generul--~ssentlally the flume and appurtenant works will consist of a storage-tank, Venturi meter, circulating pump, diffuser, flume, tail-gate, and collection-tank. A schematic
drawing of the layout is shown on Figure l.

•ater und solid material will oe first mixed in the storage-tank to a desired concentration.
The resultant !Jomogeneous mixture will tnen be pumped to tne flume through a depth-contra l aev l~e
and disch~rged thrJugh a tail-gate intJ tne col~ection-tank.
Stor~tank--As previously mentioned, the "closed- cirl'uit" system is dependent on the circulation of a non.ogeneous mixture in order to gain concentration-control. To tnis end a tank of
1200-gall~n capacity is proposed.
A sufficient quantity of water and solid material, necessdry
to sa.tisly test - conditions , are to be thoroughly mixed to any desired concentration in t:lls t~n-:
before being admitted to the "closed-circuit" system. It can reasonably be expected that a il J:o,.;geneous rr.ixture !'<ill be obtained at this point, but as an aJd: ti Jnal precautionary measure, the
fluid is to oe circu.ated tnrough the system a few times.
A~~lice>tlun
~leu~ ~~~on

of this method shoulJ insure uniform concentration of materia.l ln a norizontal
ent!'"nce to flume due to an accurately pre-n•ade mixture and tne elirr.inatLJn of "d-
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sorbed air. In addition , variable depth and
velocity may be obtained independent of con centration, and a large material-handling prob lem
will be eliminated. Tne advantages of this
n.ethod ove r the customary practice of charg ing
a stream with material by dumping from whee 1barrows or bunkers can readily be seen.
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TYPICAL FLUME SECTION

Clrculating-system--1ne circulating-pump
and contr~l n1ust handle solid material suspended in water. Consequently, it must be designed so
that there is a minimum amount of wear on the apparatus, a minimum amount of grinding of solid
material i~ the wat er, and satisfactory control of quantity of flow.
In order to realize the above requirements, it is necessary to have (l) high pumpPLAN
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efficiency, (2) low speeds, and (3) variable speed. High pump-efficiency is necessary in order
to keep wear on the pump a minimum because loss of efficiency is a measure of the energy dissipated in the pump and resultant wear on parts. Also to keep wear of suspended particles a minimum, the relative velocities in the pump-chamber must be low and this requires low pump-speeds.
The use of a throttle-valve to vary the quantity of flow would cause increased turbulence and
particle-wear due to excess energy imparted to the fluid during the process. As this is undesirable, variable quantity of flow is to be accomplished by varying the speed of tne pump through
the use of a variable-drive unit.
The single-stage vertical deep-well pump proposed for use is rated to deliver five cubic
feet per second at 7-foot head at a speed of 638 revolutions per minute. Rubber bearings are
called for,and tne usual stuffing-box where the drive enters the pump-chamber has been eliminated.
A stufflng-oox is not necessary as the enclosing tube of the pump-shaft will project above the
level corresponding to the bottom of tne flume, that is, static overflow-level.
AdJustable flume-slope--Ve locity-control independent of depth of water is to be made possible through the use of a tilting-flurr.e that may be adjusted to a maximum slope of 1:60. The
entrance end of the flume will be mounted on a fixed bearing support and supported in a downstreamdirection by four pairs of screw-jacks. Another support is provided at the discharge-end for
clamping in a fixed position to prevent lateral vibration. Movement in the section between the
upstream-end of the flume and the pump will be taken by a flexible joint of rubber hose which
can be loosened and clamped into place for each major adjustment of flume-slope.
Uniform flume-slope--As considerable work will be with small slopes, it is important that
deflections of the flume proper be small. Deflections not appreciable on large slopes increase
to make an appreciable percentage of error on small slopes. Therefore, the flume is designed so
that variations of the slope from a straight line will be small and design-calculations give a
deviation from true grade of slightly less than one one-thousandth of a foot.
Flume proper--To simulate a stream of infinite widtn and reduce secondary circulations, the
flume-walls must nave a negligible coefficient of friction. It is believed that the requirements
will be satisfied bi the use of a smoot n-ruober lining.
Tne bottom of the flwne must be roughened to known degrees for various experimentations.
Water-proof sandpaper of a desired grain-size is to be cemented to tne bottom and the edges are
held down by brass fillets (see Fig. 2). It is particularly adaptable here because the sandgrains are of a fairly uniform size. If at any time in the future a graded base is found necessary, it can be quite simply made.
It is important to insure against any deposition of material in tne system in order to
maintain concentration-control as it is anticipated working with suspended loads close to the
saturation-point. To accomplish this, the cross-sectional area of the flume is designed to be
slightly greater than tne remainder of the system which will result in lower flume-velocities
and hence deposition will occur in the flume first. Since it is contemplated that all work in
this flume will be carried on at velocities greater than those permitting deposition, there should
be no difficulty with the rest of tne system.
Varlaole depth--Variable depth of water independent of velocity will be obtained through
the use of a diffuser (see Fig. 3). Also the use of a diffusing section will give a greater effective length or flume as it will reduce the distance necessary to obtain equilibrium-conditions.
\later is to enter the diffuser through a rectangular opening, ~ inches by 33-1/4 incnes,
and there be diffused or spread to deptns between three inches and nine inches by means of an
adjustable tongue which hinges near the entrance to the diffuser. Altnough this design is not
conventional, a similar arrangement has been used with success in the California Institute of
Tecnnology Laboratory. A 3-inch minimum and a 9-inch maximum depth of water will cover the
normal range of experimentations. The joint between the body of the diffuser and the tongue is
to be ruade of spring brass in order to make it water-tight and yet flexible. Special hinges are
specified in tnis conjunction to carry the shear-load. A screw-control mechanism is provided for
tongue-adjustments. A spring-orass strip extends beyond the end of the tongue. By adjustment
of tnis lip tnrough the control-mechanism shown, fluid d1scniirg1ng from the difiuser can be deflecLed paralle l to tne slope of tne flume. Due to the movement of the tongue along the ~alls
ol tne diffuser, a seal must be provided to prevent leakage. An angle is to be welded along the
edges of tne tongue encasing a rubber tube which will be infliited to a pressure sufficient to
prevent leakage .
Uniforn.-flow--In order to maintain uniform flow and uniform depth whlch govern the miijor
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portion or tests as now envisaged, a tail-gate in the form of an undershot-weir is to be installed at the discharge-end of the flume. Also the use of a tail-gate will eliminate the
"drop-down• curve at discnarge and tnus make possible a longer working section of flume. The
undershot-weir of parabolic profile nas been used for some time in the Institute L4boratory with
satisfactory results.
Circulating-system--The "closed-circuit" system is to be constructed in a vertical plane to
eliminate pipe-bends ana reduce wear to a minimum. Also wear may be kept a minimum by pumping
against a low head, which condition will oe established by keeping the collection-tank full.
When water and suspended load is pumped from tne storage-tank, the water-level in the collectiontank will follow that in the storage-tank. As the draw-down is several feet, an additional volume of mixture will be necessary to fill the collection-tank. In oruer to supply this additional volume, the tall-gate at the discharge-end of tne flume is to be closed and thus an additional volume of water over and above tnat needed for the run n~y oe stored in the flume. Upon
closing tne discharge-valve from tne storage-tank, tne tail-gate can be raised and circulation
started. An adjustable overflow-weir is to be installed between tne collection- and storagetanks to take care or surplus volume in the circulating-system.
Conclusion
The fundamental aspects of suspended load as it affects the dynamics of stream-flow 1s of
great Importance not only to hydraulic research but also to the Soil Conservation Service in its
study of tne erosional problems confronting the country today. Research of this nature has been
somewhat limited in tne past and it is believed that results obtained from studies carried out
in a flume of the above construction will add materially to the knowledge concerning the phenomena
of suspended load.
Cooperative LGDOratory or Soil Conservation Service, United States Department of Agriculture,
and California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California

